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1 BEFORE YOU START 

1.1 ELECTROSTATIC COMPONENT CONSIDERATIONS 
If you are receiving this device as a kit with the SMD devices pre-soldered, the board will have 

been delivered to you in a static protective bag. Please adhere to static sensitive build 

practices throughout the process. Do not build the board on a blanket or a carpet – you’ll be 

asking for trouble. Build on a solid, clean surface. I often just build on a heat resistant mat, 

especially for SMD work. 

Regardless of whether the SMD devices are pre-soldered, you will need to follow the same 

ESD precautions as soon as you start, as those components will be done first. 

I recommend the use of an anti-static wrist strap, connected to a suitable, safe ground point. 

1.2 WHAT YOU’LL NEED 
• Good quality soldering iron. 

• Decent wire cutters. 

• Solder. 

• Anti-static wrist strap or similar. 

1.3 WHAT YOU MIGHT NEED 
• Multimeter (to check resistor values etc). 

• Desoldering braid. 

• Solder Sucker. 

• IC leg straightener. 

• Solder fume extractor. 

• PCB cleaning facility (e.g., IPA bath followed by distilled water rinse) 

1.4 COMPONENT NOTES 
At the back of this document, you will see an appendix containing a table explaining the 

content for each group of components. Some very high-level build advice is given within those 

tables, but ultimately you may decide to proceed in other ways. For example, electrolytic 

capacitors are best fitted from smallest to largest (by height) – but as some of these 

electrolytic capacitors are small (like the 10uF), you may decide to fit them alongside the 

ceramic capacitors. 

Ultimately the choice is yours, and these instructions are only intended as a guide, not a 

definitive process. 

1.5 BOARD ORIENTATION 
You will notice compass markings near to the cartridge port fingers. These compass points will 

be used at various points in this document to ensure clear orientation. 
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2 THE BUILD PROCESS 

All components are fitted on the upper (component) side of the board. 

2.1 SURFACE MOUNT DEVICES (IF NOT FITTED) 
If you’ve decided to mount your own SMD components, then hopefully you already have a 

preferred method of doing so. Therefore, I shall not go into different options here. 

There are four SMD components to be fitted. 

2.1.1 The CPLD – IC2 

The CPLD is marked Xilinx XC9536XL. It has been pre-programmed and is therefore known to 

be functioning. This component is the trickiest of the SMD parts to fit, as it has quite a low 

leg pitch (0.8mm) – less than a third of the pitch of regular DIP devices. 

Orientation: there is a small dimple/dot at one corner of the device. That same corner also 

has a more rounded corner than the other three. Pin 1 of the device sits just anti-clockwise 

of that corner. 

On the PCB every corner of the device is marked but there is a white line directly next to the 

pad intended for pin 1. This is the closest corner of the device to the cartridge port. Carefully 

place the device with pin 1 next to the identifying white line and solder it in. Pin 1 is 

essentially pointing WEST. 

2.1.2 BA14741 – IC13 

This small quad op-amp sits at the lower-right of the board – or SOUTH-EAST. 

The silk screen markings denote the top and bottom of the device footprint – and the 

bottom one is noticeably longer, with the line extending alongside one of the pads. This pad 

(South-East) represents pin 1 of the device. 

On the BA14741, pin 1 is represented by a dot/dimple. Carefully place the device with the 

dot/dimple to the SOUTH-EAST and solder carefully. 

2.1.3 74CBT3245 – IC14 and IC15 

These octal bus switches are towards the EAST side of the board, next to the SCART socket. 

The silk screen markings denote the top and bottom of the device footprint – and the top 

one is noticeably longer and moves closer to pad 1. This pad (NORTH-WEST) represents pin 1 

of these devices. 

On the 74CBT3245, pin 1 is represented by a dot/dimple. Carefully place the devices with 

the dot/dimple to the NORTH-WEST and solder carefully. 

2.2 RESISTORS 
All of the resistors are of the 0.125-watt miniature type, apart from R101, which is a standard 

sized 0.25 watt resistor. 
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All resistor footprints have been chosen to be simple to pre-form the resistors, as they are the 

length of the resistor body plus a gentle curve to form the right-angles. Simply take each 

resistor and bend each leg 90 degrees with GENTLE force. The distance between each leg of 

the 0.125-watt resistors on the board should be 5.08mm. The distance between each leg of 

the 0.25-watt resistor is 10.16mm. 

My recommendation is that you follow the order of the resistor list in the appendix. This 

suggests fitting the most numerous component values first, making the others easier to find. 

Where more than one resistor of a particular value is supplied, it should still be in the packing 

tape, further aiding identification. 

I find the metal film (blue-bodied) resistors quite difficult to identify sometimes, so this is 

where a multimeter may come in useful to confirm the resistances. 

Try to get the resistors mounted as neatly as possible and as close to the board surface as 

possible. There are many adjacent resistors, so a neat job will assist as you progress. 

Trim all component legs on the underside as you progress. 

2.3 RESISTOR NETWORKS, TIMING CRYSTAL AND REGULATOR 
Next you will need to fit the resistor networks (RN1, 2 & 3) and the timing crystal (X1). The 

identification markings can be found in the appendix. 

The crystal can be mounted either way round. 

On the resistor network silkscreen footprints, you will 
notice that the rectangular box is split into a section 
of three pads and a section of one pad. The section 
with one pad (the square box) is the common 
terminal, and the dot on the resistor network must be 
aligned with this pad. 
 

 
 

Although a footprint is present for RN4, I have not been able to procure any 75 ohm 4-way 

resistor networks. Thus if this functionality is required, you will need to carefully fashion a 

resistor network using four separate 75 ohm resistors (supplied). 

Next mount IC1 – which is an LC33 3.3V regulator. It’s shaped like a transistor, and all you 

need to do is match the shape of the regulator with the shape of the footprint on the board. 

2.4 IC SOCKETS 
You can now fit the IC sockets. All apart from IC12 should be straightforward, and orientations 

are listed in the appendix, as well as indicated by the silkscreen. 
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Unless you have purchased the 192KB version of the board, please ensure you do NOT 

populate IC8 or IC9, as otherwise you will not have enough IC sockets. 

For IC12, you will need to adapt the supplied 24-pin 0.6” wide socket. This is because the 

CXA1645 is actually a 0.4” wide IC – and those sockets do not seem to be available. Therefore, 

take the 24-pin socket and using a suitable tool (I use wire cutters), cut out the shorter plastic 

bars which join both sides of the socket. Once done, solder the single sides of the DIP socket 

into the IC12 holes. You could use machined SIL female headers for this, but I do not 

recommend machined sockets for old ICs, as they tend to stick and can break old IC legs. 

2.5 CERAMIC AND TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
It’s now time to fit the ceramic and tantalum capacitors. Please note that C114 and C115 are 

only to be fitted if you have purchased the 192KB VRAM kit. 

All ceramic capacitors can be fitted either way round. I tend to fit them so that I can read the 

value after fitting wherever possible. 

The tantalum capacitor (C214) MUST be fitted the correct way round. The PLUS sign on the 

capacitor must align with the PLUS sign on the board silkscreen. This is admittedly very small, 

so for the avoidance of doubt, the PLUS side of the tantalum capacitor should be mounted 

NORTH. 

2.6 SMALL ELECTROLYTICS 
It may be simpler to fit the small electrolytic capacitors now. That’s the 10uF, 22uF and 47uF. 

They must be fitted with the correct polarity. The light band on the capacitor must align with 

the solid white side of the silkscreen for each component. There is also a small PLUS sign next 

to each silkscreen footprint for clarity. Note that C116 (22uF) is only fitted if you have the 

192KB VRAM kit. 

2.7 PIN & BOX HEADERS 
It’s now time to fit all headers and jumpers. You will not need to fit HD1. This is only needed 

for programming the CPLD, and your device is pre-programmed. The pin headers can be 

awkward to fit and can sometimes tend to fall out when the first pin is soldered, leaving the 

hole annoyingly blocked. Below is my new method of soldering in pin headers. 

Cut a small piece of solder (5-6 mm). Place the pin header into the correct location. Use one 

finger to hold the pin header in place on the component side. Place the small piece of solder 

against a DIFFERENT pin on the solder side. Whilst holding the header from the underside, 

heat the pin with the solder. Let it cool and solidify. You should now have a stable pin header 

to complete soldering with. Take time to ensure it is straight before soldering any more pins. 

The two 2x3 headers go into J2_3 and J4_5. You need to fit 1x3 headers to J1 and J6, and a 1x2 

header to J7. HD5 should have the right-angled header fitted to it. 
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The 2x5 box header goes into HD2. The ‘cut-out’ 
should be facing WEST. 

 
 

2.8 LARGE ELECTROLYTICS 
You can now fit the larger electrolytic capacitors. They must be fitted with the correct polarity. 

The light band on the capacitor must align with the solid white side of the silkscreen for each 

component. There is also a small PLUS sign next to each silkscreen footprint for clarity. 

2.9 MAIN SOCKETS 
It’s now time to fit the main sockets to the board, starting with the barrel jack. Like the pin 

headers, this can be an awkward part to fit (unless you bend it’s tags on the solder side. I use 

the length of solder trick that I described for the pin headers to secure one pin properly. Once 

done, solder all pins properly. You need to be generous with the solder to get a robust 

connection. 

Once the barrel jack socket is in place, it’s time to snap the SCART socket into position. 

• Check that all pins including the tags connected to the metal shroud are straight. 

• Align the plastic clips with the larger, rectangular holes on the board. 

• Check from the solder side that all pins are aligned to the holes. 

• Push the SCART socket in as straight as possible, trying not to push down on one side 

more than the other. 

• The plastic clips will require a little force to insert. 

• Once inserted, carefully solder all metal tags/pins. As you solder each pin, you will see 

it move slightly in the PCB hole. This is fine. You need to be generous with the solder 

in order to get a robust connection. 

2.10 FIT ICS AND JUMPERS 
You should now carefully fit all ICs, taking care not to bend any pins. Be particularly careful 

with the V9958. These are all old parts, and the legs may need straightening. You will not be 

able to use a standard IC leg straightener with the V9958, so any correction will need to be 

done manually. Take care also with the CXA1645, as it is being fitted into a non-standard 

socket. 

Jumpers should be fitted as per the user manual. 
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2.11 CLEANING UP 
To finish the job properly, you should really bathe the board in Isopropyl Alcohol, brushing 

gently top and bottom to remove all traces of flux and dirt. This should be done with all ICs 

fitted. 

Having done this, the board should be rinsed in a bath of distilled water, brushing with a 

separate brush, then allowed to dry. 

Many thanks to Bas Gialopsis for this information, which if followed carefully will leave you 

with a board of shiny solder joints.
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APPENDIX A – COMPONENT REFERENCES 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS – general rule – fit smallest capacitors first. 

Part Ref. Qty Value Identification (words) 

C1, C215 2 10u 16v 10 – generic ‘R’ symbol 

C112, C113, (C116) 2 (3) 22u 25v 22 – generic ‘R’ symbol – C116 only required if 192KB of VRAM fitted. 

C218, C219, C303, C308, C309, C310, C311 7 47u 10v or 16v 47uF – black/white case – Panasonic ‘M’ (Matsushita) symbol. C218 is directly above R202, with a line pointing to it. 

C312 1 100u 10v 100uF – blue/gold case – Panasonic ‘M’ (Matsushita) symbol. 

C210, C211, C212, C213, C304 5 220u 10v 200uF – Rubycon 

C2, C3, C4, C5 4 1000u 16v 1000uF – Rubycon 

 
TANTALUM CAPACITOR – fit at the same time as the ceramic capacitors. 

Part Ref. Qty Value Identification (words) 

C214 1 100n +A u1 35 – observe plus sign (longer leg) and align to board (+ is leg closest to IC12) 

 
CERAMIC CAPACITOR – fit the most numerous components first – simply so that you can find the others more easily. 

Part Ref. Qty Value Identification (words) 

C101, C102, C103, C106, C107, C108, C109, C110, 
C111, C204, C205, C206, C209, C220, (C114, C115) 

14 
(16) 

100n 104 – C114 and C115 only required if 192KB of VRAM fitted. 

C201, C202, C203 3 330p 331 / K1K 

C104, C105 2 22p 22 

C216, C217 2 10n 103 / K3J 

C301, C302 2 1n8 182 / K1J 

C207 1 5p 5 

C208 1 47p 470 / K2K 

C305 1 18p 180 / K1J 

C306 1 1n 102 / K1J or KAJ 

C307 1 220p 221 / K1K or K1J 

 
IC SOCKETS – all can be fitted at the same time. 

Part Ref. Qty Type Case/Orientation/Identification 

IC3 1 V9958 SDIP-64 (0.75”) – notch left (West) 

IC4, IC5, IC6, IC7, (IC8, IC9) 4 (6) TMS4464 DIP-18 (0.3”) – notch down (South) – only fit four unless you have the 192KB RAM kit – otherwise you won’t have enough for the YM2413. 

IC10 1 YM2149 DIP-40 (0.6”) – notch left (West) 

IC11 1 YM2413 DIP-18 (0.3”) – notch left (West) 

IC12 1 CXA1645 DIP-24 (0.4”) – this is formed out of a 0.6” DIP-24 socket by cutting the ends. 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (Italicised = SMD) – SMD components should be fitted before any other components. IC1 can be fitted when suitable. The socketed IDs are fitted only once all soldering is complete. 

Part Ref. Qty Type Case/Orientation/Identification 

IC1 1 LE33 TO92 - observe PCB footprint. 

IC2 1 XC9536 VQ44 – pin 1 (dimple/dot/rounded corner) nearest cartridge port. 

IC3 1 V9958 SDIP-64 – pin 1 lower-left (South-West) 

IC4, IC5, IC6, IC7, (IC8, IC9) 4 (6) TMS4464 DIP-18 – pin 1 lower right (South-East) – IC8 and IC9 only supplied if 192KB of VRAM requested. 

IC10 1 YM2149 DIP-40 – pin 1 lower-left (South-West) 

IC11 1 YM2413 DIP-18 – pin 1 lower-left (South-West) 

IC12 1 CXA1645 DIP-24 – pin 1 upper-left (North-West) 

IC13 1 BA14741F SOIC-14 – pin 1 (dimple/dot) lower-right (South-East) 

IC14, IC15 2 74CBT3245 SOIC-20 – pin 1 (dimple/dot) upper-left (North-West) 

 

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS 

Part Ref. Qty Part Component 

HD1 1 6-pin JTAG header Not supplied – CPLD is pre-programmed. 

HD2 1 Conn_01x10_Male 2x5 2.54mm box header 

HD3 1 Conn_IOA Not supplied – this is an optional, unsupported feature. 

HD4 1 Conn_IOB Not supplied – this is an optional, unsupported feature. 

HD5 1 Audio Header 2-pin 2.54mm pin header 

J1 1 Int/Ext Vcc 3-pin 2.54mm pin header 

J2_3, J4_5 2 Conn_02x03_Odd_Even 2x3-pin 2.54mm pin header 

J6 1 DSD Conn? 3-pin 2.54mm pin header 

J7 1 RGB/Composite select 2-pin 2.54mm pin header 

SK1 1 PSU Barrel Jack Socket DC Barrel Jack socket 

SK2 1 SCART Socket Right-angled SCART Connector 

X1 1 21.477 MHz Two pin crystal – marked 21.47727. 

 

RESISTORS – all resistors are miniature 0.125W type, apart from R101 which is 0.25W – fit the most numerous components first – simply so that you can find the others more easily. 
Part Ref. Qty Value Identification (words) Colour Code 
R201, R202, R302, R303, R327 5 2K2 Resistor – carbon film – RED RED RED / GOLD      

R305, R306, R310, R312, R320 5 22K Resistor – carbon film – RED RED ORANGE / GOLD      

R204, R205, R206, R207 4 75R Resistor – carbon film – VIOLET GREEN BLACK / GOLD      

R208, R315, R318 3 47K Resistor – carbon film – YELLOW VIOLET ORANGE / GOLD      

R211, R212, R213 3 220R Resistor – carbon film – RED RED BROWN / GOLD (optional)      

R301, R304, R313 3 4K7 Resistor – carbon film – YELLOW VIOLET RED / GOLD      

R308, R323, R325 3 33K Resistor – metal film – ORANGE ORANGE BLACK RED / BROWN      

R311, R319, R324 3 100K Resistor – metal film – BROWN BLACK BLACK ORANGE / BROWN      

R209, R210 2 100R Resistor – carbon film – BROWN BLACK BROWN / GOLD      

R317, R321 2 1K Resistor – metal film – BROWN BLACK BLACK BLACK / BROWN      

R101 1 12R Resistor – carbon film – BROWN RED BLACK / GOLD      

R203 1 20K Resistor – metal film – RED BLACK BLACK RED / BROWN      

R214 1 270R Resistor – carbon film – RED VIOLET BROWN / GOLD (optional)      

R307 1 68K Resistor – carbon film – BLUE GREY ORANGE / GOLD      

R309 1 470K Resistor – carbon film – YELLOW VIOLET YELLOW / GOLD      

R314 1 12K Resistor – carbon film – BROWN RED ORANGE / GOLD      

R316 1 15K Resistor – carbon film – BROWN GREEN ORANGE / GOLD      

R322 1 2K7 Resistor – carbon film – RED VIOLET RED / GOLD      

R326 1 10K Resistor – metal film – BROWN BLACK BLACK RED / BROWN      
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RESISTOR NETWORKS 

Part Ref. Qty Value Identification (words) 

RN1 1 10K 4-pin, 3-resistor array. Marked 4X-1-103LF. Dot indicates common pin. 

RN2 1 470R 4-pin, 3-resistor array. Marked 4X-1-471LF. Dot indicates common pin. 

RN3 1 2K2 4-pin, 3-resistor array. Marked 4X-1-222LF. Dot indicates common pin. 

RN4 1 75R 5-pin, 4-resistor array. Not available. If required, must ‘bus’ 4 75R resistors (supplied). 
 

 

 

 


